We study the semileptonic decays of the lowest-lying bc baryons to the lowest-lying cc baryons (Ξ (′ * )
I. INTRODUCTION
The static theory for a system with two heavy quarks has infra-red divergences which can be regulated by the kinetic energy termh Q (D 2 /2m Q )h Q . This term breaks the heavy quark flavour symmetry, but not the spin symmetry for each heavy quark flavour. The spin symmetry is sufficient to derive relations between form factors for decays of doubly heavy hadrons in the heavy quark limit, as was first shown in [1] . The consequences for semileptonic decays of B c mesons were worked out in [2] . Here we extend the formalism to describe semileptonic decays of bc baryons to cc baryons. In Ref. [1] the two heavy quarks Q in a QQq baryon were treated as a point-like colour-triplet anti-quarkQ interacting with the light degrees of freedom. We will compare our results with those obtained using this diquark picture and make a link to the B c to η c and J/ψ decays. For recent developments using the diquark picture see [3, 4, 5] .
We are interested in semileptonic decays of baryons containing two heavy quarks and a light quark. Specifically we study the decays of the cascade bc baryons Ξ bc , Ξ ′ bc and Ξ * bc to cascade cc baryons Ξ cc and Ξ * cc . The quantum numbers of these particles are listed in Table I . We find, in agreement with [1] , that in the heavy quark limit a unique function describes the entire family of decays. This function satisfies a normalisation condition (a consequence of vector current conservation) at zero-recoil if the heavy quarks are degenerate. Our results can be straightforwardly applied to the corrresponding decays involving Ω baryons and also to the decays of bb baryons to bc baryons. Some of these decays have also been studied in various quark model approaches [6, 7, 8, 9, 10] .
II. SPIN SYMMETRY
The invariance of the effective Lagrangian under separate spin rotations of the b and c quarks leads to relations between the form factors for vector and axial-vector currents between the cascade bc baryons and cascade cc baryons. These decays are induced by the semileptonic weak decay of the b quark to a c quark. Near the zero recoil point the velocities of the initial and final baryons are approximately the same. If the momenta of the initial bc and final cc baryons are p µ = m bc v µ and p
, then k will be a small residual momentum near the zero-recoil point. Since the final baryon is on-shell, k · v = O(1/m cc ). We will work near zero-recoil and thus neglect v · k below.
Heavy quark spin symmetry implies that all baryons with the same flavour content listed in table I are degenerate. The consequences of spin symmetry for weak matrix elements can be derived using the "trace formalism" [11, 12] . To represent the lowest-lying S -wave bcq baryons we will use wavefunctions comprising tensor products of Dirac matrices and spinors, namely:
where we have indicated Dirac indices α, β and γ explicitly on the right-hand sides and r is a helicity label for the baryon. For the B * bc , u µ γ (v, r) is a Rarita-Schwinger spinor.
TABLE I: Quantum numbers of double-heavy baryons. S and J P are the strangeness and the spin parity of the baryon, I is the isospin and S π hh ′ is the spin parity of the heavy degrees of freedom, well-defined in the infinite heavy mass limit. l denotes a light u or d quark. 
The states in Eqs. (1), (2) and (3) have a common normalisationūuTr(ΓΓ) and are mutually orthogonal.
To build states where the b and c quarks are coupled to definite spin, we need the linear combinations
where the second and third arguments are the total spin quantum numbers of the baryon and the first argument denotes the total spin of the bc or cq subsystem. We have chosen the relative phase of the states in Eqs. (5) and (6) to agree with that adopted above in Eqs. (1) and (2) (we will comment again on this when constructing the cc baryon states). We have not used definite spin combinations for the b and c quarks in Eqs. (1) and (2). This is to make both the spin transformations on the heavy quarks and the Lorentz transformation of the states convenient, making it straightforward to build spin-invariant and Lorentz covariant quantities.
Finally we observe that we could have combined the b quark with the light quark to a definite spin in Eqs. For the cc baryons there are some differences because we have two identical quarks. In this case the states are:
Two comments are in order here. First, the two charm quarks can only be in a symmetric spin-1 state and therefore B 
where M and M ′ are the helicities of the initial and final states and
We use the standard relativistic normalisation for hadronic states and our spinors satisfyūu = 2m,ū µ u µ = −2m where m is the mass of the state. Terms with a factor of / v can be omitted because of the equa-
, while terms with / k will always lead to contributions proportional to v · k which is set to 0 at the order we are working. We also make use of the relationsūγ µ u =ūv µ u,ūγ 5 u = 0,ū/ ku = 0 and u/ kγ µ γ 5 u = −ū/ kv µ γ 5 u. Our results for cascade bc to cascade cc transition matrix elements are:
If the b and c quarks become degenerate, then vector current conservation ensures that η(1) = 1. The consequences of taking the heavy quark limit for semileptonic decays of baryons with two heavy quarks were considered some time ago by Savage and White [1] . They adopted an approach where the two heavy quarks bind into a colour antitriplet which appears as a pointlike colour source to the light degrees of freedom. Applying the "superflavor" formalism of Georgi and Wise [13, 14, 15] allowed the matrix elements of the heavy-flavour-changing weak current to be evaluated between different baryon states. We find two differences to their results which cannot be eliminated by redefining the phases of the physical states. One difference, already pointed out in [16] , is for the spin-3/2 to spin-1/2 transition in Eq. (16) , where they find a vanishing weak transition matrix element, while ours is non-zero. The second difference is the relative sign of the vector and axial contributions in the Ξ bc → Ξ cc transition of Eq. (12). This does not affect the differential decay rate although it could change angular correlations between the outgoing charged lepton and baryon.
Spin symmetry for both the b and c quarks enormously simplifies the description of all of the above transitions in the heavy quark limit and near the zero recoil point. All the weak transition matrix elements are given in terms of a single universal function. Lorentz covariance alone allows a large number of form factors (six form factors to describe Ξ bc → Ξ cc , another six for Ξ At the zero recoil point only γ µ and γ µ γ 5 survive, leaving four form factors to describe these two decays. Spin symmetry reduces this to a single function η, which also describes the rest of the transitions shown above.
III. DIQUARK PICTURE AND LINK TO B c MESON DECAYS
Up to now we have used only the separate spin symmetries for the heavy charm and bottom quarks and our results are completely model-independent. Now we will use constituent quark model ideas to estimate the scale of variation of the form factors and to make a link to B c to η c and J/ψ semileptonic decays.
The form factor η is calculable in terms of the overlap of the spatial wave functions of the bcq and ccq baryon states. Considering the Ξ bc → Ξ cc transition with the initial baryon at rest, we can find η using (18) where r 1,2 are the distances between each of the heavy quarks and the light quark, while r 12 is the heavy quark separation. The wave functions depend on distances because we are assuming that the lowest-lying baryons are purely S -wave and so the integral depends on
If the distance between the two heavy quarks is much smaller than the distance of the light quark from either heavy quark, as expected in the heavy mass limit of a strong Coulomb binding potential where the radius of the QQ bound state should decrease as 1/m Q , then the baryon wave functions can be approximated by (see appendix B of [10] )
where r Q is the distance of the light quark from the centre of mass of the two heavy quarks. We ignore all spin-dependent interactions which are suppressed by inverse powers of heavy quark masses, allowing us to drop the superscript Ξ from now on, and making all interquark potentials flavour independent. Φ Qc is the ground-state wavefunction of the Qc diquark, while φ is the ground-state wavefunction for the relative motion of the light quark and a pointlike diquark of infinite mass with a potential which is twice the quark-quark potential. In these circumstances we have (20) where r = r c and in the d 
which has an identical form to Eq. (4.11) in [2] , where the unique form factor ∆ describing the B c to η c and J/ψ semileptonic decays is given in terms of wavefunctions of thebc and cc bound states 2 . This does not mean that η and ∆ are identical because the QQ and QQ potentials used to compute the diquark and meson wavefunctions are not the same. For example a λ i λ j colour dependence (λ i are the usual Gell-Mann matrices) would lead to V QQ = V QQ /2. Assuming Coulomb wavefunctions, Φ Qc (r) ∝ e −r/a Q , with the diquark radius a Q ∝ 1/(βµ Q ), where µ Q is the Qc reduced mass and β is the strength of the −1/r potential, we find
which agrees with the expression given in Eq. (3) of [1] and clearly resembles Eq. (4.12) of [2] . Assuming V QQ = V QQ /2, we would expect the B c and η c radii a 0 and a η introduced in [2] to be approximately one half of a b and a c respectively. The ω 2 slopes of the form factors ∆ and η would then be in the ratio 1 to 4(m Ξ cc /m η c ) 2 ∼ 6. To check the use of Coulomb wavefunctions and the slope prediction, we have calculated η and ∆ using wavefunctions from a nonrelativistic quark model [10, 21] and show the results in Fig. 1 . The ω 2 slope of the ∆ form factor is indeed smaller than that of η, but the ratio is around 1 to 3 rather than 1 to 6, so there are significant corrections to the Coulomb wavefunction description. 
1 defined in Eq. (52) of [21] . The solid and dashed curves should agree close to zero recoil (ω → 1).
IV. CONCLUSION
We have studied the semileptonic decays of the lowestlying bc baryons to lowest-lying cc baryons in the limit m b , m c ≫ Λ QCD and close to the zero recoil point. The separate heavy quark spin symmetries make it possible to describe all these decays using a single form factor. We have discussed the resemblance of the bc baryon decays to those of B c mesons to η c and J/ψ mesons and commented on the relation between the slopes of the single functions describing each set of decays. Lattice QCD simulations work best near the zero-recoil point and thus are well-suited to check the validity of the results.
We studied specifically the semileptonic decays of cascade bc baryons to cascade cc baryons. Our results can be straightforwardly applied also to the corrresponding decays involving Ω baryons as well as to the decays of bb baryons to bc baryons. It is also straightforward to extend the analysis to transitions involving the heavy-to-light weak current, using the bc baryon wavefunctions defined in Eqs. (1), (2) and (3) 
